The World Almanac®
ONLINE

Highlights and Features:

• **Best-selling reference content**—expanding on the print edition, with a searchable online format that places thousands of expertly organized facts at users’ fingertips

• **Search for essential facts** and background information on current events and news topics

• **Fast, reliable information** on a world of subjects, from economics to sports to pop culture

• **Dynamic home page** with daily features, including “This Day in History,” “This Day in Sports,” “Quote of the Day,” “Recent Updates,” and “Most Viewed” topics

• **World at a Glance** featuring fast facts culled from the entire almanac universe to highlight the most essential items by topic.

• “**Export to Excel**” functionality for downloading data—excellent for statistics classes, comparison charts, math problems, and reports

• Full-color maps, flags, graphs, and charts

• Google Translate; Search Assist technology; Persistent record links

• Dynamic citations in MLA and Chicago formats.

Categories include:

• Year in Review

• Year in Pictures

• Economy, Business, and Energy

• Crime

• Military Affairs

• Health and Vital Statistics

• Personalities, Arts, and Media

• Science and Technology

• Consumer Information

• Nations of the World

• World History and Culture

• U.S. Facts and History

• U.S. Government

• U.S. Cities, States, and Population

• Sports.

Essential Facts and Statistics on Hundreds of Fascinating Topics

Expanding on “the most useful reference book known to modern man,” The World Almanac® Online provides students and researchers access to authoritative, essential statistics on hundreds of topics in a searchable online format. A natural addition to any classroom or library, this online resource puts the reference shelf staple at users’ fingertips, with thousands of expertly organized facts.

Library Journal

Best Reference Source

Library Journal

Best Databases “Best for High Schoolers” category

The ComputED Gazette

Best Educational Software Awards (BESSIES), “High School Database Website” category

“…highly recommended…”—REFERENCE REVIEWS

“…easy to use…authoritative and exhaustive content…”

Recommended…”—LIBRARY MEDIA CONNECTION

“…has an admirable number of different modes of accessing information that will appeal to a wide variety of users. Frankly, I like just about everything about it, from the content to the look and feel to the functionality and even the price…This attractive and easy-to-use resource is a gold mine for reports and ready-reference and will find countless other uses. A ten; enthusiastically recommended for libraries everywhere.”—LIBRARY JOURNAL

Essential Facts and Statistics on Hundreds of Fascinating Topics

Expanding on “the most useful reference book known to modern man,” The World Almanac® Online provides students and researchers access to authoritative, essential statistics on hundreds of topics in a searchable online format. A natural addition to any classroom or library, this online resource puts the reference shelf staple at users’ fingertips, with thousands of expertly organized facts.